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Since 1991, the Institute for Sustainable Communities (ISC) has worked in the United States and around the world to 

help communities, cities, industry, and NGOs accomplish their environmental, economic, and social goals. ISC uses 

training, technical assistance, peer-to-peer learning, and demonstration projects to help unleash the power of local 

people and institutions to address immediate challenges and opportunities – all while building those on-the-ground 

solutions into national and international best practices and policy. At the heart of the organization’s approach is results-

focused, authentic, and pragmatic engagement with all stakeholders, which unearths locally-driven and equitable 

solutions to the biggest challenge we face – global climate change. Learn more at sustain.org. 
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Introduction
Welcome to the Partnership for Resilient Communities (PRC) peer learning event! The PRC, a flagship 
program of the Institute for Sustainable Communities, partners with community-based organizations to 
offer technical support, strategic resources, and funding to shape and lead resilience projects born from the 
voices and priorities of communities of color. The climate and sustainability fields of practice have largely 
left out people of color. The PRC was created to help fill the leadership void and participation of people 
of color in the national field of practice and to foster resilience education, exposure, infrastructure, and 
capacity in urban underserved communities. The ultimate goal of the PRC is to promote and build capacity 
for inclusive, community-led approaches to urban resilience – advancing racial equity, and bolstering 
networks of high capacity organizations and leaders of color within the climate field. 

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES
In keeping of the goals of the PRC, the peer learning event brings together PRC partners, key stakeholders, 
and industry experts to support the PRC partners’ continuous capacity-building and technical assistance 
needs and opportunities. The focus of this fall’s PRC event is to create a space where teams can build off 
of their prior experiences to take their resilience work to the next level.

Throughout the event, partners will be incentivized to further develop their resilience vision for their 
communities, and to build a three to five year action plan toward actualizing that vision. These actionable 
plans will guide the next iteration of PRC partners’ resiliency work and will focus on expanding the technical 
expertise, resources, partnerships, and organizational capacity of the PRC the partners—all in service of 
building infrastructure, networks, and economic opportunities that make communities of color and their 
residents more resilient to the impacts of climate change. These plans will offer partners a tangible tool 
developed in a space of shared learning—absorbing the lessons learned and experiences of other PRC 
partners along with the benefit of experts and other resources. We look forward to diving into topics such 
as the new climate economy and just transitions over the course of the next few days! 
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Eastside Community Network

DETROIT

Eastside Community Network (ECN) is a resident-driven community development organization. ECN’s 
mission is to develop people, places, and plans for sustainable neighborhood growth on Detroit's Eastside. 
ECN has a long and rich history of being a transformation agent within Detroit’s Eastside. Their approach 
of convening partners across the community to work together—and their commitment to empowering 
residents’ voices—serves as a model for other under-resourced neighborhoods. With the PRC, ECN is 
revitalizing Chandler Park, one of Detroit’s lowest income neighborhoods to address issues with flooding and 
stormwater management. Over the past several months, Chandler Park residents created and presented 
designs for green infrastructure installations on blighted lots to a special Blight Advisory Committee. The 
concept chosen for construction was specifically designed to be an accessible space for senior citizens 
in the Chandler Park neighborhood. The lots are scheduled to be completed by the late fall 2018. Donna 
Givens, ECN's President and CEO, continues to raise ECN's influence in Detroit's green infrastructure space. 
Learn more at ecn-detroit.org and follow them at @ECNDetroit.

https://twitter.com/ECNDetroit
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Healthy Community Services

NEW ORLEANS

Healthy Community Services is a newly formed community-based nonprofit that is dedicated to serving 7th 
Ward residents on a variety of topics to advance a healthier way of living. As the 7th Ward is still rebuilding 
from the devastation of Hurricane Katrina, green infrastructure is a key part of the organization’s vision 
for a healthier more resilient neighborhood. Through the PRC partnership, Healthy Community Services 
will partner with Water Wise to cultivate neighborhood green infrastructure champions. These champions 
will receive over 10 hours of training in green infrastructure. Each of the champions will initiate a small 
scale green infrastructure project in their respective neighborhoods of the 7th Ward and Treme. Once 
the training is completed and the capacity has been developed through the small project implementation, 
the champions, as a collective, will complete a larger scale project in both the 7th Ward and Treme. The 
champions will play a key role in the planning and design of the project and will host a community gathering 
to showcase the projects and engage the community in learning about green infrastructure.
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Living Classrooms Foundation

BALTIMORE

Living Classrooms Foundation (LCF) is addressing urgent needs in one of Baltimore’s lowest income 
communities where extreme weather and an unreliable grid cause full weeks of power loss. Through the 
PRC partnership, Living Classrooms is installing solar panels and batteries on local community centers to 
provide power, shelter, and services to families whose health and safety are at risk when the grid fails. 
This project is grounded in social equity, fusing deep community engagement with new forms of resilience 
education. It also includes a certification and job training program to prepare unemployed residents and 
returning citizens for work in solar installation, a quickly growing job market in Maryland. Living Classrooms 
has partnered on this project with Power52, an organization dedicated to providing affordable solar power 
for and by the community by delivering training programs and providing job placement to over 35 graduates. 
Living Classrooms and Power52 recently celebrated the opening of the nation’s first community-based solar 
powered resiliency hub at the POWER House, featuring solar, battery back-up, and a generator that will 
allow the building to have power for at least three days and provide emergency and community services to 
community members. Living Classrooms and Power52 are working to complete two more resiliency hubs 
with solar and battery back-up. Learn more at livingclassrooms.org and follow them at @livingclassroom.

http://livingclassrooms.org
https://twitter.com/livingclassroom
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Power 52 Foundation

BALTIMORE

Power52 provides employment training for at-risk adults, returning citizens, veterans, and underserved 
individuals living in the City of Baltimore and surrounding counties, and they are in the process of expanding 
their work into a wide variety of other U.S. cities and Puerto Rico. Power52’s services help prepare program 
participants for careers in the solar industry as well as other green job opportunities. Through the PRC 
partnership, Power52 will increase the number of relationships with energy employers to expand job 
placement opportunities for Power52 graduates and training opportunities outside the State of Maryland—
New Jersey being first in sight. They will also work with a historic African-American Baltimore neighborhood 
to develop an emergency resilience hub for local residents to use during, and due to, the impacts of climate 
episodes. Learn more at www.power52.org, and follow them at @Power52Official.

http://www.power52.org
https://twitter.com/Power52Official
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Walnut Way Conservation 
Corporation

MILWAUKEE 

Walnut Way Conservation Corporation is a resident-led neighborhood organization in Milwaukee's Lindsay 
Heights neighborhood. Walnut Way is committed to sustaining an economically diverse community 
through civic engagement, environmental stewardship, and creating venues for prosperity. Founded by 
neighborhood residents in 2000, Walnut Way challenges the cycle of poverty by engaging, educating, and 
employing community members to take leadership roles in comprehensive revitalization strategies. Through 
the PRC partnership, Walnut Way is working in the Lindsay Heights neighborhood to install a combination 
of green infrastructure and solar projects. In a continued effort to poise Walnut Way as a national leader in 
advancing people of color in the solar industry, Walnut Way is incorporating a job training and shadowing 
program into their solar work. Walnut Way has been successful in engaging Lindsay Heights’ residents. 
This past month, Alice's Garden, a PRC construction site, hosted a community build day to construct a large 
cistern which will be connected to an irrigation system for the garden. Around 130 community members 
participated in the event. At Walnut Way's Harvest Day community event in September, Walnut Way received 
the EcoDistrict neighborhood designation from the City of Milwaukee for their work in Lindsay Heights. 
Learn more at walnutway.org, and follow them at @walnut_way.

http://walnutway.org
https://twitter.com/walnut_way
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Westside Housing Organization

KANSAS CITY

The Westside Housing Organization is a respected community development corporation in operation for 
over 45 years that works at the intersection of housing, health, energy, and equity. Westside is currently  
working to overcome barriers to solar energy in their community and to build projects that will provide both 
economic and environmental benefit. Westside is working with a technical consultant to complete a site 
assessment and design for what they hope will be Kansas City’s first community solar project to be located 
on a five-acre underdeveloped lot they own. Their consultant has helped them identify several challenges 
and while they will continue to work toward community solar development in Kansas City, Westside is 
installing solar on two of their affordable housing properties in order to reduce electricity costs for residents 
and the organization. Additionally, they are hosting community events to educate residents on solar and 
are engaging with the local utility and the City of Kansas City to further the conversation on solar access. 
Westside is growing their technical skills in solar and is becoming a solar leader in their community. Learn 
more at westsidehousing.org and follow them at @WestsideHousin1.

http://westsidehousing.org
https://twitter.com/WestsideHousin1
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HEADQUARTERS
535 Stone Cutters Way
Montpelier, VT 05602

T   802-229-2900 
F   802-229-2919 

WASHINGTON DC
888 17th Street NW, Suite 610
Washington, DC 20006

T   202-777-7575
F   202-777-7577
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